V- trial

L1 V- → not MTD → L2 V- → not MTD → L3 V- → not MTD → L4 V-

2 DLT → L1b V-

not MTD and L2 V- cohort enrolled → L2b V-

not MTD and L3 V- cohort enrolled → L3b V-

not MTD and L4 V- cohort enrolled → L4b V-

V+ trial

L1 V+ → not MTD → L2 V+ → not MTD → L3 V+ → not MTD → L4 V+

2 DLT → L1b V+

not MTD and L2 V+ cohort enrolled → L2b V+

not MTD and L3 V+ cohort enrolled → L3b V+

not MTD and L4 V+ cohort enrolled → L4b V+

Phase 1 sequential

C-SCRT

CV-SCRT
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Randomized phase 2

SCRT

V-SCRT

Phase 1 slot not available

Random (phase 2)

Second time window

C-SCRT

CV-SCRT

SCRT

V-SCRT

First time window